A tricky mission on a tight schedule. You’re going to need different skill sets to make it through this one in time. Only through cleverly coordinated teamwork you’ll be able to make it out of this dangerous situation...

MISSION 5: SUBWAY

- max. 30 min.
- 2-4
- scissors
- pens, paper
Phase 5

ATTACK, POLICE, TEAM, EXIT, MANIC, NIGHT, AIRPORT, KARATE, ESCAPE, MISSION, EXPLOSION, TANTALIZE, MADNESS, TEST, ALLIANCE, PEOPLE, LOST, START, NUKES, TECHNICIAN
MISSION: ACCOMPLISHED!

Congratulations – you made it! We hope that you enjoyed ESCAPE TEAM – we had a lot of fun coming up with those riddles! We're sure that you have lots of ideas and wishes for the upcoming missions – this is the place to share them with us!

Write or draw your ideas on this piece of paper, take a picture of it (or take a selfie with it!) and either e-mail it to IDEAS@ESCAPE-TEAM.COM or post it online (no spoilers for other players!) to #ESCAPETEAM – we're looking forward to hear from you!

Sarah-Carina and Fabian Hemmert